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We would like to thank you for taking the time to read and consider our proposed method 

for conflict resolution regarding the TIPNIS conflict in Bolivia. The indigenous peoples in Bolivia 

have long suffered under oppressive rule and now many are marching in protest against the 

proposed highway that will cut right through the TIPNIS area. Deep internal divisions in both the 

indigenous communities and within a cocalero (coca growers) backed government have further 

complicated the problem. There have been recent counter-marches from indigenous people who 

see the development as an economic opportunity. Police and cocalero violence in previous marches 

suggests that the cycle of violence is on the rise. Escalating tensions between and within these 

groups needs to be addressed for Bolivia to return to some level of normalcy and escape the cycle. 

Our proposal will implement second track diplomacy techniques with a focus on gaining an 

understanding of the basic needs and interests that drive each party. With this understanding of 

needs and effective training on peacebuilding, we will facilitate consensus within the indigenous 

groups and build grassroots support through word of mouth and media efforts. After an initial 

consensus and some grassroots support are achieved, we will bring into the workshop members 

from the MAS party that initially proposed the highway. We will present our consensus and work 

together with them to find alternatives and solutions that adequately address the valid needs and 

concerns on both sides of the argument. After an appropriate solution is found, we will use 

governmental support to implement the changes using first track diplomacy. This is hardly an easy 

task, but it is a necessary one and I am confident that with a focus on repairing the relationships 

between these opposing groups, we can effectively create positive change and deescalate the rising 

tensions in Bolivia. Thank you again for taking the time to read our proposal and we hope to work 

together soon in peacebuilding for the TIPNIS conflict. 
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John Baker, Mirna Cuentas 

Johnnyb236@gmail.com, makatusic@yahoo.com
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Introduction 

What is the conflict about? 

 The conflict presented in this paper is motivated by the construction of a 

highway that will cross the Indigena Parque Natural Isoboro Secure (TIPNIS), which 

pertains to the Protected Areas and Indigenous Territories under Bolivian law. The 

highway was proposed by the Evo Morales government to span 306km crossing the 

TIPNIS area from Villa Tunari to San Ignacio de Moxos. The proposed project will 

cost approximately 415 million dollars and is financially supported by the Brazilian 

government because of it will benefit the Brazilian business OAS Ltda. This most 

directly affects the indigenous people living in this area between Cochabamba and 

Beni. This road will further the history of cocaleros and colonizers deforesting land 

for their own economic gain. Some indigenous people have even stood in support of 

these efforts because they see coca as the only economic salvation in such trying 

times. Many indigenous people have not given in and marched in protest against the 

proposed highway. They claim it is illegitimate because they have not been 

consulted and it goes against many constitutional, national, and international laws 

and decrees meant to protect indigenous rights. They also condemn the project for 

having a “lack of transparency and the publically denounced marked-up price” 

(ISOBORO Secure 2012).  

Geographic Location and Conceptual Considerations 

 Bolivia is located in the center of South America and has nine departments 

(the conflict is located between two them Cochabamba and Beni). The projected 

population in 2010 is 10,027,643 inhabitants, of which 62.06% self-identify as 

pertaining to an indigenous or native city (Census 2001). Indigenous refers to the 

cities that are found in the lowlands (Oriente, Chaco, Amazonia). They are 

recognized in the new Political Constitution of the State, given its pre-colonial 

existence as “human collectivities that share cultural identity, language, historical 
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tradition, institutions, territory and vision (Article 2 and 30)1. They have lived 

together and inhabit all regions of the country. 

PART I: Conflict Analysis 

Historical Context 

 In order to have a better comprehension of the context and the presence of 

the rights of the indigenous cities (their knowledge and how they act today), a brief 

historical approximation is necessary to point out landmarks that have changed 

their rights. 

 The story of indigenous cities in Bolivia dates back to before the colonization. 

It includes the struggle for access to the land and territory and the use of its natural 

resources. This has generated claims with different forms of expression through 

collective action for the recognition of rights and traditional forms of organization 

and socio-spatial structures of the cities inhabited in the lowlands. They expressed 

their protest through a historic march called for the “Territory and the Dignity” in 

1990 as a pacific form of showing the conflict caused by the exploitation of the 

RRNN in the territories where they live. This march was executed to ask the 

government to recognize their collective rights. As a result of the march, they 

received five Indigenous Territories by Supreme Decree. 

 In the 90’s, they have ratified international decrees about the rights of 

indigenous cities like the Convenio 169 of the OIT that established the obligation of 

states to consult the indigenous cities when an activity directly affects them. In this 

way, they consolidated the rights of indigenous cities. In 1996, the cleaning of 

agrarian property was established in the “Native Community Lands”2 as a form of 

collective certification of territory pertaining to the indigenous and native cities. 

This gives property rights to the entire city. 

                     
1 New Political Constitution of the State approved in 2009 
2 “The native community lands are the geographic spaces that constitute the habitat of the indigenous/native 
communities and cities to those who traditionally had access where they maintained and developed their own 
forms of economic organization, society, and culture in a way that assures its existence and development. They 
are inalienable, indivisible, irreversible, collective and composed of communities that cannot be seized or 
prescribed”. Titulo III, Capitulo I, Art. 41, 42, and 44 of the Ley No. 1715 
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 Continuing the timeline, 2005 brought about a change with the arrival of the 

present day president Evo Morales (the first president who self-identifies as 

indigenous). The participation of the indigenous government, natives and farmers 

through the Movement to Socialism (MAS) has generated new power relations. 

Morales made many promises of empowering the poor and has spoke in front of the 

UN about increasing indigenous rights and won by a landslide, “however, since 

taking office, his controversial strategies have exacerbated racial and economic 

tensions between the Amerindian populations of the Andean west and the non-

indigenous communities of the eastern lowlands.”(CIA World Factbook 2011). 

 Bolivia ratified the Declaration of the United Nations concerning indigenous 

cities (2007). At the same time and later, an assembly with the participation of the 

indigenous cities and native farmers approved the Political Constitution of the State 

(2009), which includes a catalogue of collective rights for the indigenous and native 

peoples.  

Regional Context 

 It is important to mention that, in 2009, Evo Morales won the presidential 

elections with 63% of the vote effectively winning his second presidential term. He 

also maintains hegemony in the Plurinational Assembly because of the political 

representation that he has there. In the context, the government approved the 

construction of a highway that cuts through the middle of an Indigenous Territory 

(referring to the TIPNIS area shown in Figure 1) dividing it into two. This has 

generated a lot of protest among the indigenous people who are the owners of this 

territory who argue that Morales did not consult them about the project especially 

given that the constitution requires him to do so. With that in mind, the project was 

divided into three sections for approval through the “Environmental License” entity, 

which made the construction possible. Affronted with this situation, part of the 

indigenous population of TIPNIS rejected the construction because section two of 

the highway passes directly through their territory gravely affecting its biodiversity. 

It is important to note that the indigenous cities live naturally with the resources 

taken from the forest by hunting, fishing, and gathering for collective use. One of the 
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indigenous arguments is that the highway will affect the habitat of the indigenous 

population. 

Figure 13 

 
 Because the government ignored them, they decided to have a pacific march 

from Trinidad – Beni on September 15, 2011 with the goal of arriving in La Paz. The 

marchers had to pass through a section called Yucomo that is principally inhabited 

by people who grow coca (Evo Morales used to be a cocalero and is the president of 

6 federations of cocaleros in Bolivia). Here in Yucomo, the cocaleros made a 

roadblock to impede the marchers from getting to La Paz. 

 The minister of Exterior Relations was unable to arrive at a consensus with 

the indigenous peoples who marching. The following day, the police intervened 

violently against the marchers. They used a lot of violence first against the women 

and children. Many children were lost in the forest in consequence and national and 

                     

3
 Datos Generales TIPNIS. ISOBORO Secure. Web. 23 Jan. 2012. <http://www.isiborosecure.com/datos.htm>. 
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international actors repudiated the violence against the rights of the indigenous 

peoples. These violent acts escalated the conflict. The marchers reorganized and 

continued their march to La Paz where they were received with solidarity from 

many citizens who came to the streets to show their support. After their arrival, 

Morales had to receive them and respect their claim. This is how Ley No. 180, Ley 

Corta, was passed that prohibited the construction of the second section of the 

highway. This is what has now generated another march in protest from another 

sector of the indigenous population called CONISUR that does not agree with the 

law. They are in favor of the construction of the highway in the middle of TIPNIS. 

The indigenous people who once put Morales (the first Indigenous president) 

into office now march against him in protest of the proposed highway, which 

directly divides the TIPNIS park area. The opposition parties who control much of 

the media have rallied to the support of the Cochabamba and Beni peoples.  The 

Morales government and supporters argue that this is an attempt to destabilize his 

government and has sent police intervention forces to physically stop many of these 

marches. The police intervention has brought brutality, which has only further 

escalated the problem. 

In order for the TIPNIS highway conflict to be peacefully resolved, internal 

party relations and relations between the indigenous groups and the opposition 

need to be repaired. A lot of focus has been put on rebuilding at the first track level 

to fix the economic problems.  Although it is exacerbated by outside issues, the root 

of the instability is poor internal relationships. Due to these internal divisions, the 

governing power lacks the popular support required to create stability and 

legitimate its decisions particularly with the new constitution. The focus, therefore, 

of this project will be to create dialogue between both sides. There are deep 

divisions and there will be re-entry issues due to the hard liner stances on both 

sides; however, I am optimistic that dialogue in multi-track diplomacy will be bring 

a level of understanding on both sides so that a compromise can be made.  

 A key to this issue will be finding a site to place the road that makes both 

sides happy and perhaps the indigenous people will support Morales in return. This 

would eliminate Morales’ fears that this issue is just a plot to destabilize the 
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government. Both parties have reached a stalemate more or less and appear to be 

getting nowhere with the issue. The government won’t recognize the indigenous 

people. Likewise the indigenous people and opposition parties continue to defy the 

government and claim it is illegitimate. The government has been somewhat evasive 

and claims that it hasn’t received any viable alternatives even though many 

indigenous groups would support a road as long as it didn’t divide the TIPNIS 

territory. Tensions have been rising for sometime and are only further stressed 

every time police forces intervene in the indigenous marches. The potential for 

future violent conflict is very high without timely intervention. 

Parties Involved 

 There are many groups and organizations within Bolivia, but there is deep 

division among those who oppose the highway and the pro-government side who 

see it as an economic opportunity. Figure 2 below shows the main groups in power 

and their differing views on the use of land, which come into play when determining 

the side they are on. Many who use the land for coca cultivation are for the highway 

because it would provide economic opportunity. Some groups are purely on one 

side or the other while others are more divided. This paper will explain the views of 

the groups that majorly fall on one side or another. The others have not added as 

much to the escalating tensions because either they do not have much power, are 

indifferent to the issue or are have too much internal division to be classified on one 

side or another. Many of these groups will still take part in the peacebuilding 

process, but will be left out of this initial analysis for the sake of simplicity.  
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Figure 24 

NAME SIGN WHO PERTAINS USE OF THE LAND 

Central Indígena del 

Oriente Boliviano 

CIDOB Indigenous peoples who 

inhabit the lowlands (Chaco, 

Oriente. Amazonia.) 

They use all the territory 

with activites such as 

hunting, fishing, gathering. 

Consejo Nacional de 

Ayllus y Markas del 

Qollasuyo 

CONAMAQ Natives of the highlands who 

manage lands through Ayllus, 

Markas and Comunidades 

They use territory space; 

they have cultivation places 

in the highest areas and also 

in the valley. They rotate the 

places where they cultivate. 

Confederación Sindical 

Única de Trabajadores 

Campesinos de Bolivia 

CSUTCB Population of the rural area 

dedicated to agricultural 

activities and livestock. Self-

identifies as campesinos 

(farmers). 

They use plots of land for 

cultivation; they don’t have 

a territorial vision, but in 

the intensive use of 

particular plots of land 

Federación Sindical de 

Mujeres Indígenas 

Originarias Bartolina 

Sisa 

FSMIOBS Women in the rural area that 

self-identify as farmers and are 

affiliated with the sindicate. 

Intensive use of cultivate 

plots of land and also 

pastures. 

Comunidades 

Interculturales (Ex 

Confederación Nacional 

de Colonizadores de 

Bolivia) 

CI – (ex – 

CNCB) 

They are the population in the 

rural highlands that have 

migrated to the lowlands or the 

valley, which they didicate to 

the use of cultivating coca and 

other products that can be 

produced in the lowlands like 

citrus fruits. 

Intensive use of 

plots of land for 

primarilly 

cultivating coca. 

 

Pro-construction 

 On one side are Morales and his left wing pro-government supporters 

including MAS (Movement for Socialism-Political Instrument for the Sovereignty of 

the Peoples), farmers, colonists, CSUTCB, and CONISUR all of whom are highly 

                     
4
 Personal translation with information derived from Elab. Propia (enero 2012) 
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influenced by the cocaleros. The “depravity that caused the colonization in TIPNIS. 

In the deforested areas, what do you think is cultivated? Coca, coca, and nothing 

more than coca...“ (ISOBORO Secure 2012). Morales and his supporters are highly 

influenced by cocaleros who promise economic opportunity to a country 

desperately in need of economic development.  

 They have the official governmental power and hegemony in the legislative 

assemblies. In the Chamber of Senators the MAS has a 26 seat majority over the 10 

seat PPB-CN minority. In the Chamber of Deputies, they have an 89 seat majority 

with the other parties holding 36, 3, and 2 seats respectively. This strong 

centralization of power gives Morales a much easier time in passing laws and 

policies as he sees fit without the consent of the opposition (CIA World Factbook 

2011). 

 The demands and agendas of the Morales government have been anything 

but homogenous during his presidency. He is quoted as saying that indigenous 

people have the right to their lands and that he will ensure that “no ecosystem, no 

species of animal of vegetative life, no river or lake will be eliminated or 

exterminated by an act of the human” (ISOBORO Secure 2012). He argues that the 

“road is meant to modernize an impoverished nation that desperately needs 

development” (Time World 2011). Morales has to deal and balance the competing 

forces of modernization, instability coupled with rectifying the cocaleros demands 

and promises of economic opportunity with his native indigenous brothers for 

whom he has expressed explicit concern. Morales wants to bring economic 

development to an impoverished country. This aspiration, although good in 

principle, has made him prey to the demands of cocaleros and colonizers to the 

detriment of the indigenous peoples. Morales is intent on controlling the indigenous 

people and negating their destabilizing effect on his already deeply divided, 

unstable government.  

The opposition movement to Morales is composed of many indigenous 

groups including the Moxeños, Yurakaré, and Chimanes peoples who are most 

affected by the proposed highway project. The movement is also supported by 
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CIDOB, FSMIOBS, and many right wing opposition political parties to MAS the most 

powerful of which is PPB-NC (Plan Progress for Bolivia National Convergence). 

 The indigenous peoples in the area of TIPNIS are obviously directly affected 

and many indigenous communities may not survive. This action is symbolic of the 

government’s efforts to marginalize and override indigenous peoples’ decision-

making power. As such, this action affects not only the indigenous peoples in the 

area, but it also threatens indigenous autonomy as a whole.  

 There are also catastrophic environmental effects that will result if this 

project is completed. The Cochabamba area is being systematically destroyed by the 

continued colonization/cocalero efforts through “monoculture coca growing, illegal 

fishing with dynamite and poisons, illegal hunting, slash-and-burn, unsustainable 

logging, fumigation, fly tipping of rubbish and pollution of rivers with the toxic 

byproducts of cocaine processing” (ISOBORO Secure 2012). This is killing frogs, 

toads, lizards, and other animals, which kill mosquitoes. Because the natural 

ecological system is being destroyed, mosquitoes are multiplying and carrying 

diseases. The rivers are being destroyed by poisons. Whole communities are being 

forced to relocate. The proposed road specifically threatens the life and culture of 

the Moxeno, Yurakare and Chimane peoples. The road directly puts in jeopardy the 

livelihood and continued existence of 11 endangered animal species and three 

ethnic groups (Time World 2011). 

 The opposition to Morales does not enjoy the same governmental power, but 

maintains broad popular support not only from indigenous peoples and other 

Bolivian citizens, but from the international community. The UN has given verbal 

support to the indigenous people, but has been ineffective in producing any actual 

change. The US ‘war on drugs’ conflicts with Morales cocalero influenced policies so 

perhaps US support can be channeled to help create change for the indigenous 

people. 

Anti-construction 

The demands of Morales opposition is clear: “We ask President Morales that 

he is consistent with his speech and laws in defence of Mother Earth and the rights 
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of indigenous peoples. Is this to be Evo Morales' contribution to the destruction of 

the Bolivian Amazon? Is the government is waiting for a new confrontation? We 

demand that they fulfill the law and protect the land and the people” (ISOBORO 

Secure 2012). They want to be able to exercise their full rights as indigenous people 

and not have their rights, culture, and land destroyed through the construction of 

the highway and subsequent colonization and destruction by cocaleros. Some of 

those opposed to the project are looking for alternative solutions so that needs of 

both sides can be recognized and met. However, many maintain the hard line stance 

of Fernando Vargas: "We will accept nothing less than the cancellation of the 

highway" (Time World 2011). This hard line stance could potentially get in the way 

of future negotiations. 

National Law in Bolivia supports the indigenous people in condemning the 

acts against them as illegal. The TIPNIS has the double legal protection of being a 

protected area and an indigenous territory. ISOBORO Secure and its supporters 

“report before Bolivia and before the world that our government is breaking the 

constitution, which they themselves put into law. Also the Environment Act, the 

Protected Areas Act and many other national laws and international commitments” 

including Article 2, 11, 385.I., 291.I., 394.III., Supreme Decree 24781, Law Decree 

07401, and the Political Constitution of the Plurinational State of Bolivia (CPEP) all 

legally vouch for their right to deny the government highway project (ISOBORO 

Secure 2012)  Law Decree 07401 states that there is a necessity to conserve these 

areas that could be affected by the construction of a road for colonization. Article 

394 specifically states that the collective property is declared indivisible, 

inalienable, and cannot be prescripted or seized. Article two says that no 

administration can assume, ignore or overrule the special jurisdiction of Protected 

Areas.5 Morales’ opposition also question the motives of the project because the 

government hasn’t provided details to the specific benefits of the proposed road 

especially in light of the fact that 80% of the project is being financed by the 
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Brazilian development bank (BNDES) and constructed by the Brazilian company 

OAS (Time World 2011). 

Needs 

In order to better understand the conflict, it is insufficient to only look at the 

positions and demands of both sides without analyzing the needs and perceptions 

that motivate the interests on both sides. Demands and hard line positions often 

leave little room for negotiation. Understanding the interests and underlying needs 

of each side helps each side find commonalities and creates room for the 

creation/implementation of a solution that adequately serves these underlying 

needs. 

 For example, many of Morales actions can be understood through the 

framework of an underlying need for stability. He feared his government would fall 

apart so he rashly imposed a constitution that many deem to be illegitimate. This 

illegitimacy drove him to other actions. He perceives his opposition’s actions as 

attempts to destabilize the country and his position of power. This fear motivated 

him to responds violently to protests. Ironically, his actions to create stability 

actually move him farther from achieving it. He wants stability and peace, but will 

not achieve it with this method. Morales also claims that he has not received any 

good alternatives, but will not explain why other proposed plans are problematic 

(Time World 2011). Morales needs the support of the indigenous people because 

the settlement referendum and the approval referendum on the constitution in 

order to gain greater stability through popular and legal legitimacy. This could be 

potentially achieved “by incorporating more departmental autonomy provisions, 

which could increase the chances of the constitution being widely accepted” (Crisis 

Group 8). 

There are not many natural resources and economic problems exacerbate 

the need for economic development. The cocaleros propositions seem to be a quick 

fix for the underdeveloped economy. Even though he has expressed deep sentiment 

for the indigenous peoples, Morales has acted in contradiction with these 

statements because of his fundamental need to find economic resources to bring 
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stability to the impoverished country. His supporters also see the economic 

opportunity of the highway in helping them to be able to grow and sell more coca. 

Coca has a harvest three times a year in comparison to fruits such as plantains, 

which can only be harvested once a year. High demand and high output from 

cultivation makes it an attractive means to meet their basic human needs to survive. 

Although these needs are non-negotiable, there is room left with them to be satisfied 

in an alternative manner.  

The indigenous peoples who stand in opposition, on the other hand, have 

been seeking full autonomy for as long as anyone can remember. There is an 

underlying need for recognition with an aspect of cultural distinctiveness that has 

been ignored by the Morales government. They do not want to feel that their 

authority and way of life is being threatened especially without any prior 

consultation. The lack of recognition of their referendums severely undermines the 

fulfillment of their needs. 

There is also an underlying need to preserve nature that is strongly 

associated with many indigenous groups and their respective religions within Latin 

America. The placement of the road is quite unfortunate and Vargas “says the group 

is not opposed to a road linking economically important Beni and Cochabamba 

states, but he insists it can't tear through the heart of the reserve. "The government 

has refused to consider all the alternative proposals” (Time World 2011). The 

indigenous groups see this as yet another instance of the government ignoring their 

authority and refusing to consult them in decision-making. 

Like Morales, the indigenous groups have an underlying need for stability 

and peace. They want to reform military and police powers over indigenous peoples 

out of a need for freedom from oppression and self-determination. They perceive 

Morales actions as a threat to their livelihood.  In response, they have used protests 

to communicate their discontent. 

In just this quick gloss over of needs, we can begin to find commonalities. 

Both parties seem at least somewhat willing to discuss alternatives. They both also 

have underlying needs for stability and peace, which hopefully can be fulfilled 

through mediation and peacebuilding efforts to create an adequate solution. 
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Part 2: Scenarios 
The conflict dynamic has generated a lot of contextual changes that have 

negatively impacted the relations between key actors. Now, the conflict is beginning 

to resurge through the demands of CONISUR (Consejo Indígena del Sur), one of the 

indigenous groups that is expressing itself with collective action in a march carried 

out by this sector of indigenous peoples. They are reviving the conflict by 

demanding the derogation of the Law 180 known as the Ley Corta that prohibits the 

construction of the 2nd section of the highway. 

 Before this new panorama, the indigenous peoples of TIPNIS have proposed 

that unless the Ley Corta is cancelled, they will act against it with marches towards 

the government headquarters, roadblocks, and demands before international 

institutions (such as the UN).  

 

Looking at this new situation, we propose the following future scenarios. 

Scenario 1 

Once the CONISUR march arrives at the city of La Paz, the Legislative 

assembly will revoke Law 180 and will open up the possibility to construct the 

second part of the highway that will connect Villa Tunari – Cochabamba with San 

Ignacio de Moxos – Beni, passing through TIPNIS. 

This scenario, as a possibility, would have the consequences announced by 

CIDOB (13 affiliated regions), that would generate a new march, the instillation of a 

vigil in the middle of the TIPNIS territory impeding the progress of the of 

construction on the second part of the highway denouncing before international 

organizations and roadblocks in addition to an internal mobilization in the city of La 

Paz through a “human wall”. 

This would be a catastrophic scenario that would newly escalate the crisis 

deeply provoking profound divisions between the indigenous peoples and 

deepening the polarization between those in favor of the highway construction and 

those who are against public opinion. 
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Scenario 2 

 The Ley Corta is not derogated and the Plurinational Assembly and the 

central government give some time for the conflict to de-escalate and they do not 

impose any type of definition from the law. 

 The consequences of this scenario would generate a violent reaction in the 

CONISUR marchers. Because the government did not give a response to their 

request to derogate the Ley Corta (180), they would march to the government 

headquarters. The MAS and the central government would loose the credibility of 

their support bases and empower the leadership of the CIDOB. Polarization would 

increase in the TIPNIS area between the leaders and the communities in CONISUR 

and the leaders and bases of the 64 communities affiliated with TIPNIS until it 

triggers a confrontation between them. A deteriorated image of the government 

would be formed against the slogan “to govern obeying the city”. This would be a 

moderately adverse scenario because of the breaking of relationships that would be 

provoked among the indigenous people. 

Scenario 3 

 Given the two opposing positions between the social actors that inhabit the 

closely affected areas, a third scenario would prompt a process of approaching and 

consulting both sides about the Plurinational Assembly’s definition in reference to 

the Ley Corta and its regulations to establish what are the true needs of these social 

actors in terms of the actions they will take in relation to the construction of the 

highway in section two. In this scenario, you do not have to rule out the 

participation of other actors who have had influence, direct or indirect, with 

methods like protests. 

 This would have the following consequences: the possibility of establishing 

the feasibility of the highway construction under the proposed terms (section two 

by an initial outline with methods that minimize the negative impact), the 

identification of the consequences of not constructing the highway (growth of the 

agricultural frontier towards the TIPNIS sector to cultivate more profitable products 

like coca) that would harm both sides. The definitions of the reach of intangibility, in 
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time, would imply that the communities would have to live in the interior of TIPNIS. 

This would run the risk of confrontations between the indigenous populations and 

also with other sectors like the cocaleros and international communities. This would 

be a moderately positive scenario.  

 In the catastrophic (1) and the moderately adverse (2) scenarios, you can 

glimpse that there would be actors seen as winners and losers. In the short term, 

those with the sensation of losing in their demands would reignite the conflict. The 

third scenario would not have declared winners or loser. At the very least, there 

would be an intention to satisfy the needs of the actors in a reasonable way for each 

party. 

Part 3: Proposed Initiatives  

Groundwork 

 To start the workshop, we have to initially decide on the participants and 

form ground rules that all parties will agree to adhere to in order to facilitate the 

process of mediation and peacebuilding. The first step will be reaching out to 

various community leaders and local agencies to establish a report with them and 

encourage them to participate in the process. Mirna has contacts at Agencia 

Boliviana de Carreteras (ABC) and at Capacitacion de Derechos Ciudadanos (CDC) so 

we will reach out to them to support in facilitation of workshops and in the 

implementation stage to further build grassroots support. Many indigenous leaders, 

such as Fernando Vargas and Adolfo Move, have expressed direct interest in starting 

dialogue with the opposition so they likely will be key actors (as indigenous 

representatives) in the process. It will probably be more difficult to find willing 

representation on the other side given that the balance of power swing in their 

favor. However, we will start by reaching out to key mid-level MAS and other left-

wing leaders who support the proposed highway project.  

 After willing participants are found and selected, we will reach out to local 

universities because they have the necessary facilities for training that would be 

acceptable to all parties. Then we will have the first workshop meeting. This 

meeting will be a little bit lighter and will be used to generate trust and willingness 
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to participate on both sides. First, icebreakers will be done to start the process. Then 

ground rules will be created for the process and some initial training will be given to 

further facilitate the process. 

 The idea behind the ice is to help both sides see their opposition as people 

instead and lessen some of the dehumanization effects that conflict generates. The 

first activity will be a simple rearranging of the room into a circle and people will be 

situated within that circle based on their birth date. The circle helps to provide 

equality and make everyone feel comfortable in the process. The birth date is really 

just an arbitrary way to rearrange the participants because they will likely align 

themselves naturally in the room with their supporters. The participants will then 

be asked to talk with the person next to them and give a short presentation on 

interesting facts about that person. This is a simple way relieve some tension in the 

room and give participants a chance to learn about the opposition in a much more 

personal one-on-one setting. This provides an opportunity to build trust and 

friendships and find common ground (they’re actually not that different from me). 

 We will then focus on creating ground rules that are acceptable to both 

parties that will be used during the process. As mediators, we have a list of potential 

rules to provide structure and create a safe/comfortable environment for 

participants. Among these general rules are both safety and procedural rules such as 

no weapons, no cell phone use, treat participants with respect and dignity (i.e. no 

personal attacks and hostile language), confidentiality (no media involvement), 

promoted use of active listening (which I will describe later in the trust building 

steps), and a general commitment to the process that is shown through the simple 

step of not leaving until the workshop is over. These rules help provide a 

framework; however, we will be inviting input from both sides for a number of 

reasons. First of all, participant involvement in the creation of these rules helps 

ensure that they will be followed through self-policing. More generally, self-created 

rules usually are adhered to more so than rules imposed by outsiders. This also 

provides an initial first chance for participants to work together. Once ground rules 

are created and implemented, participants will have a sense of accomplishment and 
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a better sense of trust that they can work together on issues. This minor process can 

help facilitate much better negotiation/mediation in future meetings.  

 At some point, there will be a break for lunch. We will be advocating 

(although we can’t force participants to do this) that participants break out of their 

respective sides and have lunch with each other. During this lunch, we will ask that 

they have dialogue over their meals about anything that does not relate to the 

conflict. Like the icebreaker, this simple exercise will help to re-humanize the 

opposition and help create trust and friendships by finding common ground among 

the participants. I foresee this initially being a difficult step for participants, but as 

the sessions continue, their relationships will progress and dialogue will be initiated 

much more easily. Depending on the interest of the participants, I will try to 

organize a lunch where all participants bring a favorite dish to share with the others 

to help create a more laidback environment within which friendships can be formed 

and stereotypes broken. 

 The next part of the first workshop will focus on specific training that will be 

helpful to facilitate consensus building in the latter stages of the process. Through 

readings, activities, and minimal amounts of lectures to clarify points, the 

participants will learn the basics of mediation and peacebuilding. This will help 

them prepare for the following workshops, which will focus more directly on the 

conflict at hand. Some of the topics that will be covered are different listening and 

questioning approaches that are nonthreatening (reframing ‘you’/hostile language, 

eliciting/paraphrasing, empathy, etc). Distinctions will be made between demands, 

interests, and needs. This will also help reorient the focus away from non-negotiable 

positions to the needs that drive them and a search for solutions that can adequately 

serve the needs on both sides.  

ARIA consensus process 

 We do not expect that we will be able to reach an initial consensus between 

the government and indigenous peoples when even the indigenous groups 

themselves have divisions within them. This makes it very unlikely that the 

government can be convinced to change. What we propose (as shown in Figure 2), 
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therefore, is that we do some initial training with the groups and communities 

individually first. Once some groundwork has been laid, we will bring all the 

relevant indigenous groups together for the ARIA process. Following the creation of 

an agreement between the indigenous groups themselves, MAS representatives will 

be brought into the process to find a solution that will be sustainable and acceptable 

to all parties. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3 

 

 The ARIA consensus building method will be implemented as a way to 

constructively hash out the positions on both sides and provide some clarity as to 

what commonalities can be found and later used to develop a constructive solution. 
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The ARIA methodology stands for Adversarial, Reflexive, Integrative, and Action. 

Each step will represent one day of workshop training/activities (with some 

flexibility built it given that some sessions make take significantly longer or shorter 

than others). The point of this methodology is to get people to initially have a chance 

to voice their opinions and stances as an act of catharsis that may help them be 

more ready to listen and understand their own position and that of the opposition. 

Their positions become clarified as based on human needs, which creates some 

common ground for both sides. With this common ground, optimally concessions 

will be made on both sides and some type of agreement will be made that will 

actually carry weight and be implemented successfully upon re-entry.  

 The first step is the adversarial stage. This stage is composed of two 

discussions. For the first discussion, each side will formulate their arguments and 

present their position and grievances relevant to the conflict at hand. Afterwards, 

we will talk about what are the main points of contention and what was learned 

from the exercise. I will focus on getting each side to represent their own views with 

facilitation to make sure the views are clearly represented and both sides 

understand the needs motivating them. The second discussion is a role reversal. 

Each side will then argue the opposition’s side. This is helpful to get each side to 

understand how the other thinks and it provides an initial cathartic outlet so that 

tensions are released instead of escalating. 

 The second step is the reflexive stage. During this stage, the needs versus 

position distinction and active listening techniques will be revisited and participants 

will get a chance to talk about the driving motivations on both sides of the issue. 

During this step, the facilitator should use the robbery report exercise, which is a 

group activity that helps to lower the antagonism between groups by helping them 

learn about active listening. This helps re-humanize the opposition in terms of basic 

human needs. This is a key step in the development and success of the ARIA process. 

 The following step is the Integrative process. This process will be explained 

to participants prior to the actual workshop day so that they can prepare 

themselves. During the actual process, we will facilitate both sides working together 

to “maximize mutual gains, inventing new options while not necessarily committing 
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a priori to their acceptance, and then finding the common denominators” (Davies 

and Kaufman 236). Both sides will make various propositions and then the 

facilitators will help find common goals among solutions on both sides and help the 

participants find some type of middle ground that will be equally beneficial to all 

parties involved.  

 I think that in the previous stage, the governing power may recognize their 

need for stability derived from popular support. The indigenous people will likely be 

willing to give such support in return for some type of greater autonomous power. 

During this stage, we will use the outside the box exercise and others to encourage 

the idea of not thinking so linearly and to realize this isn’t a zero-sum game. Both 

sides are capable of independently coming to a solution. It will be vital at this stage 

that the facilitator let the participants come up with the solutions on their own so 

that it doesn’t appear that Westerners are trying to impose their value schema on 

others. During this stage, we hope that those involved in the TIPNIS Conflict will be 

able to agree on either a new site for the highway or laws about how the highway is 

constructed (such as walls on the sides or making the highway go into the air as is 

done in some Brazilian roads) and perhaps some type of long-term tolerance 

education curriculum that will help future generations be less antagonistic to the 

indigenous people. 

 The last step is the Action stage. This stage involves preparing the 

participants to put into action the solutions agreed upon. It is very easy for 

participants to lose their vigor once they enter back into everyday life and the 

parties backing them will not always readily accept their solutions. Very specific 

actions steps will be outlined for each of the participants so as to not fall into 

complacency with the solutions that were so hard to find in the first place.  It will be 

vital that trust is previously established between both parties and that they are 

resolved to make the proposed changes and work to garner support from their 

respective followers. It will also be important that they teach others to facilitate 

peacemaking so future conflicts can be resolved in a more appropriate manner. 

Participants will be taught on how to effectively communicate the lessons learned in 

the workshops to their peers and some type of joint action will be necessary to 
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maintain the commitment level required for implementation to work. They may 

present a joint proposal to policy makers or perhaps some type of joint media 

statement representing their position and commitment to peace. 

Evaluation 

For this proposal, I plan on following the three step action evaluation plan by 

creating a baseline, formative, and summative stages of evaluation to determine the 

successes and failures of the initiative and increase general knowledge in the field of 

conflict transformation. In the beginning, I will give willing participants (actors in 

the conflict involved in the process, from my team and funders) a survey to diagnose 

their general feelings towards both the opposition, the process of 

mediation/negotiation and their needs/goals. At the end of the initial workshops, I 

will pass out a survey based on the initial survey results to help determine the 

effectiveness/outputs of the process, suggestions and general comments, attitudes 

towards the opposition and towards the proposed solutions (assuming an 

agreement was made at some stage). I will also have someone to be the team 

‘historian’ who will keep a timeline of the peacemaking process, paying close 

attention to critical moments. This person’s input will be critical during the process 

of re-evaluating/fine-tuning our goals/needs, and our capacity to fulfill them. With 

this timeline and evaluation surveys and dialogue, we will create our first 

summative stage evaluation and will continue to make continued evaluative analysis 

of the long-term impact and outcomes of the process by closely monitoring the 

conflict and the participants. 

         I cannot provide all the criteria now because some of the evaluative criteria 

will be based on initial responses to surveys and some initial dialogue; however, I 

am going to explain some of the types of things that we will be evaluating and some 

initial criteria to think about while in the baseline stage. Primarily, the objective of 

this project is to find a solution to the proposed highway. This can be evaluated 

initially by the creation or absence of a solution created in the process.  Assuming a 

solution is found and agreed upon, participants will evaluate it in terms of its 

effectiveness and ability to adequately serve the needs of the actors involved. The 
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next stage will be re-entry and will be continuously evaluated over a long period of 

time after the initial peace process is concluded. A second, but crucially important 

goal is to repair relationships by fostering an environment of understanding so both 

sides gain a better grasp on the conflict and the opposition’s position so they can 

successfully work together on this conflict and in the future on issues that may arise. 

 This attitudinal change is harder to measure and interviews or surveys 

before and after the initial peace process will not suffice to accurately gauge the 

effectiveness of the process because “attitudinal changes tend to disappear quickly 

once participants go back into their normal environments and resume their 

everyday activities” (Burgess 70). As with the other parts of evaluation, attitudinal 

changes will have to be gauged using a long-term approach that can more accurately 

show the effects of the process. I am speaking in somewhat vague general terms 

about the criteria, but the criteria will be fine tuned after an initial 

survey/evaluation by the participants, peacebuilding team, and the funders. 

In order to make this project a reality, financial support will be necessary from 

funders and media connections will be used in later stages to build grassroots 

support and promote the solutions that were agreed upon during the initial 

workshops. 
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Additional Graphs and Maps 
Figure 4 and 5 are graphs from ISOBORO Secure 2012 showing the changes 
protected land and the effects of deforestation in TIPNIS. Figure 6 shows the results 
of a poll conducted by the NACLA  
 

Figure 4 

 

Figure 5 
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Figure 6 

 

“In a recent poll, 83% of those surveyed in Bolivia’s largest cities (Santa Cruz, La 

Paz, El Alto, and Cochabamba) said that “Morales should negotiate directly with the 

protesters along the march route, which he has thus far refused to do. Close to 60% 

agreed that the TIPNIS road should be rerouted outside the park” (Achtenberg and 

Currents 2011). 
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